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zation 共CCO兲.48,49 Based on the hypothesis of optimal
design,45 CCO allows to generate arterial tree models of
some 104 vessel segments from a feeding artery down to
small arteries without directly using anatomical data. Despite the numerous simplifying assumptions inherent in
this model, CCO trees exhibit a realistic visual appearance and quite satisfactorily reproduce various properties
of real arterial trees, such as branching angle statistics,50
diameter ratios of parent and daughter segments, and the
volume of the large arteries.26
Concerning the relationship between structure and
function of arterial trees serving an organ, one important
characteristic of a tree model is the spatial distribution of
its terminal blood supply points.32 The characterization
of spatial structures is a challenging issue,16 and various
approaches have been suggested in the literature, including nearest-neighbor distance methods,44 second-order
analysis 共pair correlation function兲,52 and fractal
descriptions.29 In this paper, we consider the terminal
locations of CCO trees as a point pattern and apply the
method of Voronoi analysis to characterize its spatial
distribution.
The Voronoi polyhedron associated with a central
共generating兲 point P is defined as the convex region of
space closer to P than to any other point P ⬘ of a given
set of points. The Voronoi tessellation of a set of distinct
points leads to a partition of space into convex nonoverlapping polyhedra that completely fill the space. Voronoi
tessellations originally emerged in the context of a
number-theoretical problem12,58 and have since then been
successfully applied as a model in such diverse fields of
science as physics 共liquid structure,37,43 crystal growth兲,35
biology 共cellular patterns兲,20 and medicine 共capillary
domains兲.21 In particular, Kurz and Sandau32 have proposed the assessment of the end-point distribution as an
important characteristic of vascular trees and used
Voronoi tessellations to describe the apparent end-point
distribution of arteries in the chorioallantoic membrane
of chicken eggs.
Here, we are interested in various topological and
metric properties of the Voronoi polyhedra 共VP兲 associ-
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INTRODUCTION
Arterial trees serving an organ fulfill the basic physiological task to deliver blood to and remove metabolic
end products from the tissue they supply. During the last
decades arterial trees have been the subject of numerous
modeling studies, ranging from self-similar fractal
approaches15,56 and anatomically derived branching tube
models7,28,55 to combined geometric and functional vascular growth models.18,32,47 Still another approach is
taken by the method of constrained constructive optimiAddress correspondence to Rudolf Karch, University of Vienna,
Department of Medical Computer Sciences, Spitalgasse 23,
A-1090 Wien, Austria. Electronic mail: rudolf.karch@univie.ac.at
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ated with the distal end points of terminal segments of
CCO trees. Since Voronoi tessellations generated by
purely randomly distributed points in two- and threedimensional space 共so-called Poisson–Voronoi tessellations兲 have been extensively studied in the
literature,19,30,31,35 we use this model as a reference. In
particular, we address the question how different modes
of tree optimization affect the shape of the resulting VP.
As an application, the Voronoi tessellations are used to
assign the region of supplied tissue to each terminal
segment in a quite natural and unambiguous way. For
comparison of model predictions with experimental data
we consider scaling relations between intravascular blood
volume and arterial cross-sectional area with the volume
of supplied tissue. In a further application, we present a
modification of the algorithm of CCO, namely to set
terminal flows proportional to the associated VP volumes
during tree generation.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section
we briefly summarize the method of CCO and the algorithm used for the construction of Voronoi tessellations
and describe the quantities calculated from the VP. In the
following sections we present and discuss the results
obtained and summarize the conclusions drawn.
METHODS
The Algorithm of Tree Generation
CCO trees, originally introduced in a two-dimensional
framework,48,49 constitute some kind of synthesis between rule-based fractal approaches and models directly
derived from the anatomy of real arterial trees: CCO
employs the principle of optimal design,45 which has
long been hypothesized in the literature to hold for single
bifurcations of arterial trees.36,62 In an ‘‘ab initio’’ like
fashion, CCO trees are constructed from a single root
segment by subsequently adding new terminal segments
from randomly chosen positions within the geometric
model of the perfusion area, until a given number of
terminal segments N term is reached 共Fig. 1兲. At each step
of growth, the geometry of the new bifurcation is optimized under prescribed physiological boundary conditions. This procedure allows to generate computer models of arterial trees with an ‘‘arbitrary’’ number of
segments, limited only by the computer resources available. One of the main advantages of CCO trees is the
fact that at each step of construction we have at hand the
complete geometric data set of the tree, including segment locations and diameters. It should be noted, however, that no attempt is made to model the actual growth
process of real arterial trees.22
For ease of reference, we summarize the main points
of the method of CCO:25,49 Arterial trees are represented
as binary branching trees, vessel segments are modeled
by rigid cylindrical tubes, and the precise geometry of
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FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of the growth of a CCO
tree. A new terminal positon xt is selected at random within
a circular perfusion area and connected to an existing tree
segment, thus forming a new terminal segment and a new
bifurcation. In the next step, the geometry of the new bifurcation is optimized with respect to a given target function T ,
Eq. „2…, and prescribed boundary conditions for pressures
and flows.

bifurcations is not considered. Blood is assumed an incompressible, homogeneous Newtonian fluid and the hydrodynamic resistance of individual segments is estimated by means of Poiseuille’s law.13 Optimization of
single bifurcations is performed under the following set
of boundary conditions: At each bifurcation, the diameters of the parent segment (d 0 ) and the doughter segments (d 1 ,d 2 ) obey a power law of the form
d ␥0 ⫽d 1␥ ⫹d ␥2

共1兲

with a constant exponent ␥ ⬎0. At a given total perfusion
flow Q perf , individual terminal flows Q term,i with
兺 Q term,i ⫽Q perf , and at a given diameter of the root
segment, all remaining segment diameters are scaled so
as to fulfill Eq. 共1兲 at each bifurcation and to maintain
the prescribed flows. The position of each new bifurcation is calculated so as to minimize the quantity
T⫽

兺i l i d i ,

共2兲

where l i is the length of segment i and  is a free
parameter: ⫽2 minimizes total intravascular volume,24
whereas ⫽0 minimizes total segment length.
As of particular interest for the present work, we note
that the coordinates of new terminal positions xt are
drawn from a random number sequence with a uniform
distribution. In particular, xt is accepted as a new terminal site only if it is not too close to the segments of the
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tree grown thus far. This ‘‘repulsion criterion’’ acts like a
step potential of infinite height in the neighborhood of
each segment: Terminal positions xt within the potential
well are rejected, all others remain unaffected. As a result, the terminal positions of CCO trees no longer represent a sample from a uniform distribution in space, and
it is one goal of the present paper to characterize the
differences.
The Construction of Voronoi Polyhedra
The efficient construction of the Voronoi tessellation
of a set of points, in particular in three-dimensional
space, is a nontrivial task and much effort has been put
into the development of such algorithms in the field of
computational geometry.3,39,40 In this paper, we have
used the Qhull software package,4 which implements the
Quickhull algorithm40 to construct the Voronoi tessellation of a given set of input points. The Qhull program
utilizes the following relation between convex hulls 共i.e.,
the smallest convex set that contains a given set of
points兲 and Voronoi tessellations:5,9 To obtain for a given
set of points in R2 the Delaunay triangulation 共i.e., the
straight-line dual of the Voronoi tessellation of these
points兲,40 the points are lifted to a paraboloid in R3 and
the convex hull of these transformed points is computed
in R3 ; the set of edges of the lower convex hull 共i.e., that
part of the hull which is visible from the xy plane兲3 is
the Delaunay triangulation of the original points. This
algorithm can immediately be generalized to higher dimensions. Since the Delaunay tessellation is the dual of
the Voronoi tessellation, the problem of constructing a
m-dimensional Voronoi diagram is thus reduced to a convex hull problem in (m⫹1) dimensions.
The data structure produced by Qhull includes the
vertex coordinates of the Voronoi polygon-edges in twodimensional 共2D兲 space and polyhedra-faces in threedimensional 共3D兲 space for all pairs of adjacent input
sites; from this information we readily obtain the desired
topological 共e.g., number of faces兲 and metric 共e.g., volume, surface area兲 properties of the VP. Since Qhull uses
floating point arithmetic, the results are only approximate. As a necessary condition for the consistency of the
tessellations, the sum of the VP volumes must be equal
to the total volume of the system. We therefore calculated the respective sum and compared it with the perfusion volume of the tree. We always found a difference
not larger than approximately 10⫺7 %.
Calculated Quantities
The topology of a Voronoi polyhedron is completely
characterized by the number of vertices N v , the number
of edges N e , and the number of faces N f . These three
parameters are related by two topological constraints,
namely the classical Euler formula40

N v ⫺N e ⫹N f ⫽2

共3兲

3N v ⫽2N e .

共4兲

and

The last equation follows, if we assume that the generating points are in general position,39 so that every vertex
shares exactly three faces 共and thus edges兲 and every
edge connects exactly two vertices.23,46 共This assumption
is reasonable for CCO trees, since it is extremely unlikely for random systems that four or more points lie on
the same plane and five or more points lie on the boundary of a sphere.兲 Hence, only one of the previous parameters is independent. Here, we have used N f as the independent quantity to describe the topology of the VP.
For the remaining two parameters we then have N v
⫽2N f ⫺4 and N e ⫽3N f ⫺6.
In addition to the topological quantities, we have
evaluated the following metric quantities of the Voronoi
polyhedra: The area A k of the individual faces
共 k)

n⫺1

1
A k⫽
2

v

兺

j⫽2

(k)
(k)
(k)
兩 共 r(k)
j ⫺r1 兲 ⫻ 共 r j⫹1 ⫺r1 兲 兩 ,

共5兲

where n (k)
v is the number of vertices of the kth face and
is
the
position vector of the jth vertex of this face;
r(k)
j
the total surface area S:
Nf

S⫽

兺

k⫽1

Ak ,

共6兲

and the total volume V:
N

1 f
h A ,
V⫽
3 k⫽1 k k

兺

共7兲

where h k denotes the normal distance of the center of the
Voronoi polyhedron from its kth face. By definition of a
Voronoi tessellation, each face of a cell is part of the
perpendicular bisector of the line segment between the
cell center and one of its N f nearest neighbors. Therefore, the kth face exactly divides the distance r k between
the center and the corresponding nearest neighbor into
two equal parts, and we have h k ⫽r k /2.
Following Ruocco et al.,46 we have also calculated
the asphericity parameter ␣:

␣⫽

S3
,
36 V 2

共8兲
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TABLE 1. Simulation parameters.
Parameter

p perf
Q perf

r root
␥
N term
V perf

Meaning

Value

Reference

Perfusion pressure
Perfusion flow
Viscosity of blood
Radius of the root segment
Bifurcation exponent
Number of terminals
Volume of perfusion area

100 mm Hg
500 ml/min
3.6 cp
2 mm
2.55
6000
100 cm3

10
11
34
27
2

which measures the deviation of the shape of a polyhedron from that of a perfect sphere. By definition, ␣
equals 1 for a sphere, and larger values of ␣ indicate a
more aspheric polyhedron, e.g., ␣ ⫽1.91 for a cube.
RESULTS
Generation of Model Trees
We have generated ten model trees for each value of
the optimization parameter ⫽0 and ⫽2. The model
realizations were obtained by means of different seeds of
the random number sequences for tossing new terminal
locations; all remaining model parameters were left unchanged for the set of ten trees within each series. The
trees were generated in a cubic slab of 4.642 cm side
length. Simulation parameters are listed in Table 1. These
parameters were chosen so as to model the large arteries
of the coronary arterial tree supplying approximately 100
g of myocardial tissue.26 Figure 2 shows a specific realization for each of the generated models. As can be seen,
trees optimized for minimum segment length (⫽0) exhibit a strongly meandering structure. Although the case
⫽0 is not exceedingly realistic, we have included this
model in order to study if and how such a structure is
reflected in the topological and metric properties of the
corresponding VP.
As a reference model for the spatial arrangement of
terminal end-points in CCO trees, we have generated in
the same geometry 共cubic slab兲 ten samples of purely
random points drawn from a uniform distribution, i.e.,
realizations of a so-called Poisson point process.39 The
number N of random points was chosen the same as the
number N term of terminals in the respective tree models.

FIGURE 2. Visual representation of CCO trees optimized for
minimum intravascular volume „a… and minimum total segment length „b…. Simulation parameters are given in Table 1.
Visualization was performed by representing the vessel segments as the isosurface of a pseudopotential assigned to the
whole tree „see Neumann et al., Ref. 38….

Construction of Voronoi Polyhedra
In the present paper we are concerned with tree structures grown in a bounded region of space. To calculate
the Voronoi tessellations of such regions with the distal
end points of terminal segments as generator points we
mirror these points along the boundaries and perform the
Voronoi decomposition on the extended point set thus
obtained. Finally, we keep only those polyhedra which
are associated with the original point set. This procedure

guarantees that the region boundaries are exactly recovered as parts of the calculated VP. Figure 3 illustrates the
resulting tessellations for a 2D 关panel 共a兲兴 and 3D 关panel
共b兲兴 CCO tree with N term⫽200 and N term⫽100 terminal
segments, respectively. In Fig. 3共a兲 we immediatly recognize a distinctive feature of CCO trees, namely that
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TABLE 2. Distribution of topological and metric quantities.
Š X ‹,  X , ␥ X , X min , X max are mean value, standard deviation,
skewness, minimum, and maximum of the quantity X „number
of cell faces N f , cell volume V , surface area S , area of
individual cell faces A , asphericity parameter ␣….

具 N f典

 Nf
␥ Nf
( N f ) min
( N f ) max
具V典
V
␥V
V min
V max
具S典
S
␥S
S min
S max
具A典
A
␥A
A min
A max
具␣典
␣
␥␣
␣ min
␣ max

FIGURE 3. Voronoi tessellations generated by two- and
three-dimensional CCO trees. „a… Voronoi polygons associated with the terminal end points of a 2D tree with N term
Ä200 terminal segments. „b… Selected Voronoi polyhedra as
generated by the 3D tree of Fig. 2„a… with N termÄ100 terminal
segments. The graphical representation in panel „b… was obtained by means of the Geomview program „Ref. 33….

(cm3 )
(cm3 )
(cm3 )
(cm3 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )
(cm2 )

⫽2

⫽0

Random

14.13
3.06
0.27
5.00
28.00
0.0167
0.0062
1.1882
0.0020
0.0664
0.3736
0.0850
1.1882
0.1104
0.9156
0.0264
0.0234
1.0690
1⫻10⫺12
0.2656
1.7770
0.2760
1.8661
1.2881
5.0399

14.19
2.88
0.16
5.00
28.00
0.0167
0.0055
1.4272
0.0021
0.0782
0.3734
0.0743
1.1414
0.1156
1.0347
0.0263
0.0230
1.0304
1⫻10⫺12
0.3211
1.7540
0.2771
2.0624
1.2874
4.7639

14.58
3.43
0.33
5.00
31.00
0.0167
0.0074
0.8410
0.0006
0.0716
0.3850
0.1030
0.3898
0.0581
0.9588
0.0264
0.0269
1.4810
5⫻10⫺12
0.2754
2.0340
0.4806
2.9569
1.2987
13.1809

and have a mean value which is slightly shifted to the
left compared with the one of random points 共see  N f ,
␥ N f , and 具 N f 典 in Table 2兲. Moreover, the N f distributions
of the CCO trees are significantly different from the

the larger Voronoi cells are always accompanied by the
main vessels of the tree, whereas the relatively smaller
cells are found in between.
Table 2 shows the results for the distributions of the
topological and metric quantities evaluated. These results
are based on ten realizations of each of the indicated
models. The corresponding probability distributions are
displayed in Figs. 4 –7. For statistical testing of differences
between
these
probability
distributions
Kolmogorov–Smirnov tests were performed on the level
of significance of 0.0001.
Distribution of the Number of VP Faces
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the number of cell
faces N f for the CCO models. The distributions of N f for
CCO trees appear somewhat sharper, more symmetric

FIGURE 4. Normalized histogram of the number of cell faces
N f of the Voronoi polyhedra generated by CCO trees „Ä2:
solid line; Ä0: dashed line… and by random points „dotted
line…. Error bars indicate meanÁSD for ten realizations of
each model. The continuous lines show the best-fit „discretized… two-parameter gamma distributions, Eqs. „9…–„10….
See Table 3 for the parameter values.
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FIGURE 6. Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of the
normalized total surface area S * Ä S ÕŠ S ‹ of the Voronoi polyhedra generated by CCO trees „Ä2: solid circles; Ä0:
open circles… and by random points „open squares…. The
continuous lines show the corresponding best-fit twoparameter gamma distributions „Ä2: solid line; Ä0:
dashed line; random points: dotted line…, Eq. „10….

FIGURE 5. „a… Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of
the normalized cell volume V * Ä V ÕŠ V ‹ of the Voronoi polyhedra generated by CCO trees „Ä2: solid circles; Ä0: open
circles… and by random points „open squares…. The continuous lines show the corresponding best-fit two-parameter
gamma distributions „Ä2: solid line; Ä0: dashed line;
random points: dotted line…, Eq. „10…. See Table 3 for the
parameter values. „b… Distribution of normalized cell volumes
* … for random
V * of CCO trees relative to the result p „ V rnd
points.

is the probability density function of the 共continuous兲
two-parameter gamma distribution. ⌫(a) denotes the
gamma function and the mean and variance of the
distribution in Eq. 共10兲 are given by ab and ab 2 ,
respectively.
We have fitted the above distribution, Eq. 共9兲, to our
data, both for random points and for CCO models. The
results for the best-fit parameters a and b together with
the mean and standard deviation of the fitted gamma
distribution are listed in Table 3. Comparing the values
for the mean and standard deviation with the corresponding results of the original data 共Table 2兲, we conclude
that a two-parameter gamma distribution represents a
good approximation to the distribution of cell faces, not

random points 共two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test,
p⬍0.0001), whereas there is no significant difference
between the tree models with ⫽2 and ⫽0 at the
0.0001 level of statistical significance.
Kumar et al.30 suggested a discretized two-parameter
gamma distribution
f 共 N f 兲⫽

冕

N f ⫹1/2

N f ⫺1/2

p 共 x 兲 dx

共9兲

to approximate the distribution of cell faces in a 3D
Poisson–Voronoi tessellation, where

冉 冊

x a⫺1
x
exp ⫺ , x⬎0,
p共 x 兲⫽ a
b ⌫共 a 兲
b

共10兲

FIGURE 7. Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of the
asphericity parameter ␣, Eq. „8…. Solid circles: CCO trees
with Ä2. Open circles: CCO trees with Ä0. Open squares:
Poisson point process.
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TABLE 3. Parameters of best-fit two-parameter gamma
distributions. Entries for each variable „number of faces N f ,
normalized volume V * Ä V ÕŠ V ‹ and surface area S * Ä S ÕŠ S ‹…
denote the estimated parameter values for a and b „including
the 68.3% confidence interval… as well as the mean ab and
standard deviation 冑ab 2 of the respective best-fit gamma
distribution, see Eq. „10….
⫽2

Nf

V*

S*

21.43⫾0.51
0.66⫾0.02
14.17
3.06
8.4489⫾0.2998
0.1169⫾0.0043
0.9876
0.3398
21.8743⫾0.8567
0.0454⫾0.0018
0.9927
0.2123

⫽0
24.89⫾0.82
0.57⫾0.02
14.24
2.85
10.8246⫾0.3618
0.0916⫾0.0031
0.9914
0.3013
30.0819⫾1.0022
0.0329⫾0.0011
0.9907
0.1806

Random
17.46⫾0.35
0.84⫾0.02
14.71
3.52
5.1062⫾0.0485
0.1960⫾0.0018
1.0007
0.4429
13.9321⫾0.2737
0.0741⫾0.0014
1.0319
0.2765

only for random points, but also for CCO trees 共see also
Fig. 4兲. Moreover, the moments of the N f distribution
共Table 2兲 reflect the differences in the spatial arrangement of the corresponding generating points, in particular
between random points and terminal locations in CCO
trees.
Distribution of Cell Volumes
Figure 5共a兲 shows the distributions of the reduced cell
volumes, V * ⫽V/ 具 V 典 , for the CCO models studied. The
cell volume distributions p(V * ) of the tree models appear markedly different from the respective distribution
of the Poisson–Voronoi tessellation, in particular with
respect to their spread around the mean 共see  V in Table
2兲: tree models are more sharply peaked around 具 V * 典
⫽1, and this behavior is even more pronounced for trees
with ⫽0 than for threes with ⫽2. 共Note that for the
mean value we have 具 V * 典 ⫽1 for each model. This is
because we use a simulation box of fixed geometry and
we keep the number of the generating points constant, so
that the mean cell volume always takes the value 具 V 典
⫽V box /N, and therefore 具 V * 典 ⫽1, independent of the
specific model.兲 The p(V * ) distributions are significantly
different between CCO models with ⫽2 and ⫽0 and
between CCO models and random points 共Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, p⬍0.0001).
The cell volume distribution of the random points is
well approximated by a two-parameter gamma distribution, Eq. 共10兲.30 The best-fit parameter values for a and
b are listed in Table 3. These values are consistent and in
reasonable agreement with previous studies for Poisson–
Voronoi tessellations.30 Deviations in a and b are due to
boundary effects. Fitting two-parameter gamma distributions to the p(V * ) values of the tree models 共see Table

3 for the estimated parameters兲 also yields a good approximation for these data, in particular along the left
and the right tails; small differences can be observed
only near the peaks of the distributions, see Fig. 5共a兲.
To further evaluate the features of p(V * ) for CCO
trees, we have plotted the differences between p(V * ) of
* ) of the corresponding
the tree models and p(V rnd
Poisson–Voronoi tessellation, see Fig. 5共b兲. We observe
pronounced peaks in these distributions, illustrating the
different environment of the generating points in CCO
trees and in a purely random arrangement: The first minimum near V⫽0.5具 V 典 illustrates a reduced number of
smaller cells present in tree models. This result suggests
some kind of repulsive effect of the tree structure on the
spatial distribution of terminal end points. Likewise, the
second minimum near V⫽1.5具 V 典 shows a reduction in
the number of larger cells in CCO trees, whereas the
number of cells near the mean cell volume V⫽ 具 V 典 is
increased at the expense of smaller and larger cells. In
summary, these results indicate a tendency of the tree
models to more homogeneously distribute supply volumes than could be achieved by a purely random arrangement of terminal locations. Moreover, Fig. 5共b兲
shows that the above effects are more pronounced for
CCO trees optimized for minimum segment length (
⫽0) than for trees optimized for minimum intravascular
volume (⫽2).
It is interesting to note that Montoro et al.17 observed
a similar behavior of the Voronoi cell volume distribution for certain physical conditions in their simulation
study on ionic association in electrolyte solutions. The
authors attributed their VP distributions to the repulsive
action of Coulomb forces in the system. This further
supports our notion that the repulsive effect of an existing tree on the location of new terminal sites produces
differences in their spatial distribution relative to a
purely random arrangement of points, and these differences are directly reflected in the properties of the respective Voronoi polyhedra.
Distribution of the Total Surface Area of the VP
Figure 6 shows the distribution of the normalized total
surface area, S * ⫽S/ 具 S 典 , of the Voronoi cells. Each distribution p(S * ) is fairly symmetric around its mean
value. Moreover, p(S * ) appears distinctly narrower for
the tree models than for random points 共see also the
values of  S in Table 2兲. This narrowing effect in p(S * )
is more pronounced for trees optimized for minimum
length (⫽0) than for trees optimized for minimum
volume (⫽2). In comparison to random points, the
Voronoi cells of the tree models having a total surface
area near the mean value 具 S 典 are favored at the expense
of cells with relatively smaller and larger S. This behavior of p(S * ) is consistent with the above observations of
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p(V * ) concerning a certain balancing effect of the growing tree structure on the spatial distribution of its terminal supply points. Based on a two-sample Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test, the differences between the p(S * )
distributions are statistically significant (p⬍0.0001),
both between CCO models with ⫽2 and ⫽0 and
between CCO models and random points.
Again, a two-parameter gamma distribution, Eq. 共10兲,
represents a good fit to the reference distribution p(S * )
of the corresponding Poisson–Voronoi tessellation.30 Fitting a gamma distribution to the p(S * ) data of the CCO
trees, also yields a fairly good approximation. Yet, there
are noticeable differences between the fitted and the
original distributions, in particular near their peak values.
The best-fit parameters a and b are given in Table 3.
Distribution of the Asphericity Parameter
The parameter of asphericity ␣, Eq. 共8兲, combines
volume and surface area into a single descriptor to measure how different the shape of a polyhedron appears
from that of a sphere. Figure 7 shows the distributions
p( ␣ ) for the models studied: Markedly different from
the Poisson point process, which exhibits a long asymmetric tail and has a mean value near ␣ ⬇2, the distributions of the CCO models are considerably narrower,
more symmetric, and their mean value at ␣ ⬇1.7 lies
close to that of a sphere ( ␣ ⫽1). The VP of CCO trees
are thus more regular than the ones generated by a Poisson point process, again confirming the balancing effect
already mentioned for VP volume and surface area distributions. In contrast to that, the differences in the p( ␣ )
distributions between the CCO models are only marginal: Both mean values and standard deviations are very
close, only the tree for ⫽0 is slightly more symmetric.
However, these differences in p( ␣ ) are statistically significant, as are the differences between the CCO models
and the random points 共Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p
⬍0.0001).

DISCUSSION
Distribution of Cell Volumes
The volume of a Voronoi cell is determined by the
areas A k of its faces, by the distances r k of its center
from the corrresponding nearest neighbor points, and by
the number N f of its faces 关cf. Eq. 共7兲兴. Hence, the
properties of A k , r k , and N f in CCO models and in a
Poisson point process provide further insight concerning
the observed differences in the respective distributions of
cell volumes.
Figure 8共a兲 shows the PDFs d k (r) of the kth nearest
neighbor distances for k⫽1,2,3 for the CCO models and

FIGURE 8. „a… Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of
the k th nearest neighbor distances for k Ä1 „left curves…, k
Ä2 „middle curves…, and k Ä3 „right curves… for ten realizations of CCO trees with Ä2 „solid circles with solid lines…
and Ä0 „open circles with dashed lines…. The dotted lines
show the theoretical curves for a Poisson point process with
the same density , see Eq. „11…. „b… Radial pair distribution
functions g „ r … for the CCO models „symbols as earlier… and
for the corresponding Poisson point process with g „ r …Æ1.

for a Poisson point process with the same density of
points  ⫽N/V box . For the latter, d k (r) can be written in
closed form 共see also Ref. 52兲:
d kP 共 r 兲 ⫽  4  r 2

共  b r 兲 k⫺1
exp共 ⫺  b r 兲 ,
共 k⫺1 兲 !

共11兲

where b r ⫽(4  /3)r 3 . Figure 8共a兲 illustrates that the first
three nearest neighbor distances are always abundant in a
Poisson point process relative to the CCO trees studied.
Recalling that the mean number of cell faces N f 共i.e., the
number of nearest neighbors for each generating point兲 is
about 15, with maximum values ranging up to 31 共see
Table 2兲, it is by far not sufficient to consider only the
first three nearest neighbor distances to characterize their
contribution to the observed cell volume distributions.
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Since it is very cumbersome to analyze all nearest neighbor distances in the way given earlier, we apply the
well-known concept of the 共radial兲 pair distribution function g(r). 1 This function measures the average portion of
pairs of points having a distance r from each other relative to a purely random arrangement at the same density
. For spatially homogeneous and isotropic systems g(r)
can—without loss of information—be written as

g共 r 兲⫽

1 1 1
 4r2 N

␦ 共 r⫺r i j 兲 ,
兺i 兺
j⫽i

共12兲

where r i j denotes the separation between point i and
point j and ␦ (r⫺r i j ) is the Dirac delta function. Note
that in Eq. 共12兲 any features of g(r) arising from spatial
inhomogeneities or anisotropies are averaged out. g(r) is
related to the distributions d k (r) of the kth nearest neighbor distances by

g共 r 兲⫽

1 1
 4r2

兺k d k共 r 兲 .

共13兲

By definition, and by means of Eqs. 共11兲 and 共13兲, we
have g(r)⬅1 for a Poisson point process. To evaluate
g(r) for the CCO models, we follow the usual practice
and construct a histogram of the respective pair
separations.1 The results, averaged over ten realizations
of each CCO model, are shown in Fig. 8共b兲. We first
notice a distinctive maximum in the relative frequency of
pair separations around r⫽0.23 cm. This is a broad
peak, indicating the contribution of many orders of
neighbor separations, see Eq. 共13兲. The greater abundance of such pair separations in CCO trees relative to
random points is caused by the larger segments of the
trees: since the interior of segments is excluded for new
terminal positions, large 共i.e., thick兲 segments necessarily
give rise to a relatively higher frequency of pair separations near or beyond the diameter of these segments.
This behavior is best recognized from the arrangement of
large tree segments and neighboring Voronoi cells as
shown in the 2D example of Fig. 3共a兲.
The low values of g(r) for small r illustrate a pronounced deficiency of these pair separations in CCO
trees relative to a Poisson point process. This decay is
mainly due to the distribution of the first three nearest
neighbor distances, see Fig. 8共a兲, and originates from the
repulsion criterion, which suppresses small distances between new terminal locations and existing segments during tree generation.
The second important parameter characterizing the
distribution of cell volumes is the area A of individual
VP faces. Figure 9 shows the distribution of A grouped
by selected classes of nearest neighbor separations for

FIGURE 9. Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of the
area A of individual polyhedra faces grouped by selected
classes k of ascending nearest neighbor separations for
which the respective faces form the perpendicular bisectors.
Solid circles with solid lines: CCO trees with Ä2. Open
circles with dashed lines: CCO trees with Ä0. Open
squares with dotted lines: Poisson point process.
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FIGURE 10. Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of
the normalized area A * Ä A ÕŠ A ‹ of individual polyhedra
faces. Solid circles with solid lines: CCO trees with Ä2.
Open circles with dashed lines: CCO trees with Ä0. Open
squares with dotted lines: Poisson point process.

which the respective faces form the perpendicular bisectors: For small A the Poisson point process always contributes with a relatively larger number of faces to V,
whereas for midranged A the situation is reversed. For
large A, only the face areas pertaining to the first nearest
neighbors are noticeably abundant for random points in
comparison with CCO trees; for higher-order neighbors,
the differences between CCO trees and random points
are almost negligible. These properties are consistently
reflected in the overall distribution of individual face
areas A, irrespective of the nearest neighbor index: Figure 10 shows the results for the distribution of A *
⫽A/具A典. The smallest face areas and—though less
pronounced—also the largest areas are favored in a Poisson point process, whereas in CCO trees face areas near
the mean value appear with a relatively higher frequency.
This difference in p(A * ) between CCO trees and random points is confirmed by a Kolmogorov–Smirnov
test (p⬍0.0001), whereas CCO models with ⫽2 and
⫽0 are not discriminated at the 0.0001 level of
significance.
As to the third parameter which determines the distribution of V, namely the number of faces N f per polyhedron, we first note that V and N f are positively correlated: The correlation coefficient between N f and V is
 N f ,V ⫽0.74 for CCO models with ⫽2,  N f ,V ⫽0.70 for
CCO models with ⫽0, and  N f ,V ⫽0.65 for random
points. Figure 4 illustrates that the frequency of VP having a large number of faces N f ⬎16 共and therefore, a
large cell volume兲 is significantly higher for random
points than for CCO trees. On the contrary, VP with N f
near the mean 具 N f 典 are found more frequently in CCO
trees. For small N f , all models behave fairly similar
concerning the frequency of N f .
In summary, the abundance of small cell volumes for
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random points is due to a relatively higher frequency of
small pair distances 关 g(r), see Fig. 8共b兲兴 as well as of
small individual facet areas A 共Fig. 10兲 in these models.
For intermediate cell volumes, the situation is reversed
with an additional effect of N f in favor of CCO trees.
The higher frequency of larger cell volumes for random
points is mainly due to A 共Fig. 10兲 and to N f 共Fig. 4兲.
From g(r) and the distributions of A grouped by nearest
neighbors 共Fig. 9兲 it is evident, that only low-order
neighbors significantly contribute to the differences in
the cell volume distributions. These observations—both
the distribution of nearest neighbor distances as reflected
in g(r) as well as the one of individual face areas together with N f —consistently explain the differences in
the distributions of Voronoi cell volumes between CCO
trees and random points as displayed in Fig. 5.

Dependence of Cell Volume Statistics on the Number of
End Points
For ideal 共infinite兲 Poisson–Voronoi tessellations, the
distribution p(V * ) of reduced cell volumes is independent of the point density  due to the invariance of the
generating Poisson point process under scaling.19 However, Voronoi tessellations in a finite region of space
become more and more dominated by boundary effects
as the density  of the generating points decreases. In
particular, for CCO trees it is a priori unclear, how cell
volume statistics vary as a function of  ⫽N term /V box and
if there exists a ‘‘limiting’’ distribution of cell volumes
for large N term . Figure 11共a兲 shows the p(V * ) distributions for CCO models with ⫽2 and with different
numbers of end points ranging from N term⫽600 to
N term⫽32,000. There is a modest effect of N term on the
respective p(V * ) distributions, in particular for N term
⬍6000. The relative dispersions RDV ⫽  V / 具 V 典 tend to
decrease as N term increases with values between RDV
⫽0.42 for N term⫽600 to RDV ⫽0.36 for N term⫽32,000.
This dependence on N term is mainly due to boundary
effects: excluding boundary cells from the analysis, we
obtain p(V * ) distributions as illustrated in Fig. 11共b兲.
Now the variability between the distributions is considerably reduced and we find values for RDV in the range
RDV ⫽0.34⫾0.01. In summary, the chosen value of
N term⫽6000 for the model trees proves a reasonable
compromise between the requirements for computational
resources during tree generation and the validity of the
reported moments of p(V * ) in the limit of large N term .
These results suggest a certain kind of scaling invariance
or self-similarity of CCO trees in the sense that ever
finer tree structures reproduce properties already present
at coarser levels of resolution in earlier stages of growth.
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FIGURE 12. Scaling of blood volume V b with the volume V VP
of supplied tissue for ten realizations of CCO trees with 
Ä2 in a double-logarithmic representation. y axis: total intravascular volume of subtrees, excluding single terminal segments. x axis: total volume of Voronoi polyhedra generated
by corresponding distal end points of terminal segments.
The solid line is the best-fit regression to the data points.

FIGURE 11. The effect of the number N term of end points on
the cell volume distribution. „a… Probability density distribution of the normalized cell volume V * Ä V ÕŠ V ‹ of the Voronoi
polyhedra generated by CCO tree models „Ä2… for various
values of N term „triangles: N termÄ600, squares: N termÄ2000,
solid circles: N termÄ6000, open circles: N termÄ18,000, diamonds: N termÄ32,000…. The symbols indicate mean values
for 10 „ N termÄ600, 2000, 6000… and 2 „ N termÄ18,000, 32,000…
model realizations, respectively. The dotted lines „solid line
for N termÄ6000… show the corresponding best-fit twoparameter gamma distributions, Eq. „10…. „b… Same as „a…,
boundary cells excluded from the analysis.

Comparison with Experimental Data
Scaling of Blood Volume with the Volume of Supplied
Tissue. Scaling relations in biology have long been a
subject of discussion since their advent in the seminal
work of D’Arcy Thompson.54 Only recently, West et al.60
have presented a general model for the origin of allometric scaling laws in biology, i.e., relationships of the
form
Y ⫽Y 0 X s ,

共14兲

where Y and X are some biological observables 共e.g.,
metabolic rate and mass of an organism兲, Y 0 is a nor-

malization constant, and s the scaling exponent. Based
on a few basic principles concerning the design of biological transport networks 共such as a hierarchical branching structure, invariant terminal units, and minimized
energy dissipation兲, this model predicts many scaling relations of mammalian circulatory systems, in particular a
linear relationship 共i.e., s⫽1) between blood volume and
total body volume in agreement with experimental data
reported by Prothero.41
To evaluate this relation for the CCO models we consider the intravascular volume of subtrees as a function
of the tissue volume supplied by each subtree. Since the
Voronoi tessellation induced by the tree’s terminal locations provides a convenient and unambiguous way of
assigning to each terminal location a region of tissue
supplied with blood, we consider—for each subtree—the
total volume of the Voronoi polyhedra V VP corresponding to the terminal supply points of the respective subtree. The results for the more realistic models with 
⫽2 are shown in Fig. 12 in a double-logarithmic plot,
where the maximum value of V VP represents the whole
perfusion volume. Single terminal segments 共i.e., degenerated subtrees兲 and corresponding single polyhedra volumes have been excluded from the analysis. For the
remaining data points, which still range over four orders
of magnitude, a best-fit regression yields a scaling exponent of s⫽1.20⫾0.007. The obvious departure of this
result from the value of s⫽1 predicted by West et al. is
not too surprising, given the fact that we have used a
constant bifurcation exponent ␥ ⫽2.55 throughout the
tree and an optimization target which minimizes total
intravascular volume. Both settings are different from the
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assumptions and results of the model cited earlier: This
model minimizes the energy dissipation of the transport
network and predicts—for the more realistic case of pulsatile flow—a bifurcation exponent ␥ which varies from
␥ ⫽2 for larger arteries to ␥ ⫽3 for smaller arteries. We
have also evaluated the scaling exponent s for the case
␥ ⫽3. 共Minimizing total intravascular volume is equivalent to energy minimization only for ␥ ⫽3.) 61 Note that
increasing ␥ in Eq. 共1兲 slows down the rate at which
segmental volumes drop along bifurcation orders and,
hence, has the effect of decreasing s. Accordingly, we
obtain s⫽1.16⫾0.004, a value closer to the reported
value of s⫽1. This result further improves if we consider only larger subtrees: For V VP⬎0.1 cm3 the value of
the scaling exponent decreases to s⫽1.08⫾0.005, suggesting that CCO trees quite satisfactorily reproduce the
predicted and experimentally observed scaling of blood
volume with the volume of tissue supplied, provided we
do not take too close a look at all the details of the
smallest subunits of the model. This observation is consistent with recent results reported by Wang and
Bassingthwaighte,59 who showed that capillary supply
regions, i.e., regions based on the functional measure of
capillary diffusion, cannot—apart from very special
cases—be approximated by Voronoi polygons; moreover,
appropriate modeling of transport and consumption of
oxygen in 共cardiac兲 tissue demands a realistic geometric
model for the three-dimensional nontree-like capillary
network.8 On the other hand, terminal segments of CCO
trees do not represent real terminal arterioles, nor do they
model capillaries, and the subdivision of tissue space
into VP induced by the terminals is not based on functional considerations, but should in the present context
be understood as an attempt—on purely geometric
grounds—to assign to the model’s terminal segments reasonable areas of blood supply.
Finally, we note that the volume of the vessels cannot
be considered part of the terminal supply regions represented by the associated VP. Therefore, we have
estimated—by a straight-forward Monte Carlo
simulation—the portions of polyhedra volumes occupied
by tree segments and corrected these volumes accordingly. For the models with ⫽2 and N term⫽6000 the
average intravascular volume is approximately 1.5 ml
共i.e., only 1.5% of the total perfusion volume兲. Consequently, the effects of tree volume are only marginal:
Neither the distribution of Voronoi cell volumes nor the
scaling of blood volume with 共now corrected兲 supply
volume are noticeably different from the uncorrected
case.

Scaling of Arterial Cross-Sectional Area with the Volume
of Supplied Tissue. Seiler et al.51 have reported a power-
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FIGURE 13. Scaling of segmental cross-sectional area a „terminals excluded… with the volume V VP of tissue supplied by
the respective subtrees for ten realizations of CCO models
with Ä2. The solid line represents the least-squares fit of a
power-law relation, Eq. „15…, to the data points.

law relationship between luminal cross-sectional area a
of human coronary artery segments and perfused regional myocardial mass
␤
a⬀V VP
,

共15兲

with exponents ␤ in the range between 0.62 and 0.82. In
good agreement with these results we find for the models
with ⫽2 a scaling exponent of ␤ ⫽0.77⫾0.01 共Fig.
13兲, where terminal segments and associated single polyhedra volumes have again been excluded from the regression analysis.
Voronoi Cell Area Distribution of Arterial End Points in
the Human Retina. Two-dimensional CCO models are
convenient for a comparison of Voronoi cell area distributions with physical data. Here, we attempt a comparison with the major arteries of the approximately twodimensional layer of the human retina. From data
published by Zamir et al.,63 we digitized just visible arterial end points within a square region of about 5 mm
sidelength centered around the macular area, using the
original fundus photograph 共their Fig. 1兲 and a map of
major retinal vessels 共their Fig. 2兲. The resulting set of
apparent end points and its Voronoi tessellation are
shown in Fig. 14共a兲. In order to provide comparable
model data, we have pruned the model trees to the same
number of terminal segments as points digitized. Figure
14共b兲 shows the distributions of normalized Voronoi cell
areas of the experimental data and pruned 2D CCO trees
with original N term⫽3000 and ⫽2. In both cases,
boundary cells were excluded from the analysis to reduce
edge effects. The model distribution appears in good
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FIGURE 15. Probability density distribution „meanÁSD… of
normalized segmental flows q * Ä q ÕŠ q ‹ for three realizations
of CCO tree models „Ä2… grown by the modified algorithm.
Data are grouped by Strahler orders i S of the respective
segments. The continuous lines show best-fit lognormal distributions, Eq. „16…. i S Ä1 „terminals…: solid circles and solid
line. i S Ä2 „preterminals…: open circles and dashed line. i S
Ä3: diamonds and dashed-dotted line. i S Ä4: triangles and
dotted line.

FIGURE 14. „a… Voronoi tessellation of apparent arterial end
points digitized from data of the human retina published by
Zamir et al. „Ref. 63…. „b… Probability density distribution
„meanÁSD… of normalized Voronoi cell area A * Ä A ÕŠ A ‹ generated by ten realizations of pruned 2D CCO trees „solid
circles… and by the points of panel „a… „open circles…. The
continuous line shows the best-fit two-parameter gamma
distribution for the model trees.

qualitative agreement with the measured data. However,
due to the difficulties in identifying segmental end points
in the retinal fundus photograph, the results shown in
Fig. 14 currently do not allow a quantitative assessment
of model predictions regarding the spatial distribution of
end points in the retinal arterial system.
A Modified Algorithm for Tree Construction
In the previous section we have used the Voronoi
polyhedra associated with individual terminal segments
as a geometric model for the regions of tissue supplied
by these segments. The reported scaling properties illustrate that this model is a reasonable approach within the
framework of CCO trees.
These observations suggest a modification of the
present method of CCO, namely to set terminal flows
proportional to their associated Voronoi cell volumes af-

ter each step of growth and to rescale segment diameters
of the whole tree accordingly to meet the modified
boundary conditions. This approach is further supported
by a recent paper of Qian and Bassingthwaighte,42 who
showed that asymmetric branching tree models with random flow variations at each bifurcation give rise to an
asymptotic lognormal flow distribution, in favorable
agreement with experimental measurements of regional
blood flow distributions in the heart and lung. 共Note that
we have used two-parameter gamma distributions to
characterize Voronoi cell volumes in CCO trees; however, Vaz and Fortes57 have shown that two-parameter
gamma and lognormal distributions with suitable parameters are very similar.兲
Figure 15 shows the distributions of normalized segmental flows, q * ⫽q/ 具 q 典 , for CCO trees (⫽2) grown
by the modified algorithm and with other model parameters left unchanged 共Table 1兲. The data are grouped by
Strahler orders53 of the respective segments and approximated by best-fit lognormal distributions
p共 x 兲⫽

1

冑2  x log  g

冋

exp ⫺

册

共 log x⫺log具 x 典 0.5兲 2
,
2 log2  g

x⬎0,
共16兲

where 具 x 典 0.5 is the median and  g is the geometric standard deviation. 关Qian and Bassingthwaighte42 considered
flow distributions as a function of generation numbers in
strictly dichotomous binary trees; for the asymmetric topology of CCO trees the Strahler ordering scheme seems
more appropriate: terminal segments are assigned order
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1; if two first-order segments meet, the parent 共i.e., preterminal兲 segment is assigned order 2, and so forth.兴
Figure 15 illustrates that the distribution p(q * ) of normalized terminal flows is well approximated by a lognormal distribution, and this property is approximately
also observed for higher-order segments, consistent with
the results of Ref. 42. For the terminal flows we find a
relative dispersion of RDq ⫽37% and a skewness coefficient of ␥ q ⫽1.12. Both values are in good agreement
with data reported for experimental measurements of regional blood flow in the heart and the lung.6,14 Moreover,
RDq and ␥ q are roughly independent on the number
N term of terminal segments 共see the previous discussion
on N term dependence兲, suggesting that these values represent an invariant property of CCO tree models, at least
for the parameter space considered in the present work.
We finally note that the modified algorithm has no
significant effect on other characteristics of the model,
e.g., the distribution of segment diameters and VP volumes, the pressure profile, the total tree volume, and the
distribution of segments over Strahler orders.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have analyzed topological and metric
properties of the Voronoi polyhedra generated by the
distal end points of terminal segments in CCO trees and
by randomly distributed points as a reference model with
the aim to characterize the spatial distribution of the
respective point sets.
We have evaluated the distributions of the number N f
of Voronoi cell faces, the cell volume V, surface area S,
the area A of individual cell faces, and the asphericity
parameter ␣. We have characterized the distributions of
these quantities by their respective moments and by approximation with best-fit two-parameter gamma distributions 共Tables 2 and 3兲. The distributions of N f , V, S, A,
and ␣ of the CCO models all proved significantly different from the ones obtained for the random points,
whereas the distributions of V, S, and ␣ were also significantly different between CCO models generated with
different
modes
of
optimization
共two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p⬍0.0001). Two-parameter
gamma distributions not only characterize the distributions of N f , V, and S for Poisson–Voronoi
tessellations,30 but also provide a reasonable approximation for the distributions of these quantities in CCO
models.
Both the distribution of Voronoi cell volumes and the
distribution of kth nearest neighbor distances as reflected
in the pair distribution function g(r) consistently showed
the repulsive effect of a growing CCO tree structure on
the spatial arrangement of its terminal supply points as
well as the tendency of such trees to balance the cell
volume distribution observed for random points: CCO
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trees increase the number of Voronoi cells having volumes near the mean value 具 V 典 at the expense of small
and large cells, i.e., the cell volume distribution for CCO
models is more homogeneous than for random points.
For comparison of model predictions with experimental data we have studied scaling of intravascular blood
volume and of arterial cross-sectional area with the volume of supplied tissue, which we have modeled on a
geometrical 共not functional兲 basis by the VP generated
by the model’s terminal segments. Depending on the
particular value of the bifurcation exponent ␥ and on the
size of subtrees considered, we have found scaling exponents between s⫽1.20⫾0.007 and s⫽1.08⫾0.005 for
intravascular blood volume and ␤ ⫽0.77⫾0.01 for arterial cross-sectional area. These results are consistent with
experimental data and model predictions reported in the
literature.41,51,60
Based on these observations we have extended the
CCO algorithm to set terminal flows proportional to associated VP volumes. As a major improvement of the
model we now obtain terminal flows well approximated
by a lognormal distribution with a relative dispersion of
RDq ⫽37% and a skewness coefficient of ␥ q ⫽1.12, in
good agreement with theoretical considerations42 and experimental measurements of regional blood flow
distributions.6,14
The first conclusion we draw from this study is that
Voronoi analysis proved a valuable tool to characterize
the spatial distribution of end points governed by the
presence of a growing CCO tree structure and to discriminate such distributions from a purely random arrangement of points. From the comparison of model predictions with experimentally observed scaling properties
of intravascular blood volume and arterial cross-sectional
area with supplied tissue volume we conclude that assigning to each terminal segment its corresponding
Voronoi polyhedron reasonably defines the regions of
tissue supplied by individual terminal segments in CCO
trees. Finally, a modified algorithm of tree construction
with terminal flows set proportional to Voronoi volumes
yields a considerable improvement of the model, in particular with respect to the distribution of terminal flows.
For future developments, this new mode of tree generation may prove useful to study flow heterogeneity within
the framework of CCO trees.
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